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PAGE 3: CHALK (a silent comedy.)
Performed by Alex Curtis
Greenside at Infirmary Street, Forest Theatre
2-24 August (not 11, 18)
13:55 (45 minutes)
£11, £9.50, £6.50
Open for review from 2 August
‘Best Bet’, “Wildly entertaining and incredibly
moving”
– Theater Is Easy
“Unbelievably special” – Theater in the Now
“Clever, theatrical magic”
– Off The Beaten Track Theater
Silent clown comedy CHALK will bring your imagination to life this Edinburgh Fringe
If everything you drew became real, where would your imagination take you? That's the
question that Alex Curtis’ silent comedy solo show CHALK will be posing to audiences at the
Edinburgh Fringe this August.
CHALK is a clown play inspired by classic silent-film era comedians like Buster Keaton and
Harold Lloyd, with a playful feel and a narrative designed to truly engage audience members'
imagination. Using a few simple props and a pocket full of chalk, Alex sweeps his audience into
a hand-drawn world full of laughter and dance, where anything can happen.
Alex says: “As an artist, I am deeply passionate about storytelling — creating a structure that
takes the hero through a journey with a beginning, middle and end — and I think that’s
something that sets this show apart from a lot of other clown work. I feel like Chalk is more
similar in style and tone to a Pixar film than it is to most other clown shows out there. It's
whimsical, silly and simple in the way that all clowns have to be, but it channels that into a
cohesive narrative.”
CHALK was first developed with the Brown University/Trinity Repertory Company MFA
Program, and premiered at Providence Fringe Festival in July 2014. It made its New York debut
at the FRIGID Festival in 2016 and is currently in residence with monthly performances at the
Kraine Theater in NYC. It has been described by audiences as "a must see," "as moving as it is
hilarious," and "something to throw your arms around and hug."
This is Alex Curtis’ first Edinburgh Fringe.

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 4: GIRL BULLY

Written and performed by:
Mary Clohan and Mary McDonnell
(Rock Rising Productions)
Directed by Monica Jones Diaz
The Place
34-38 York Place, Edinburgh EH1 3HU
1-10 August
20:00 (60 minutes)
Open for review from 1 August

Girl Bully celebrates bitches everywhere and explodes the patriarchy this Edinburgh Fringe
New York City-based Rock Rising Inc. presents Girl Bully, a new play by comedic duo Mary
Clohan and Mary McDonnell that explores and explodes our use of the word “bitch.”
With appearances from their childhood selves, Ann Coulter, and various other bitches past,
present and future, these two longtime friends attempt to get to the bottom of the enigmatic
word and how it has come to shape the female experience.
Girl Bully began as a series of comedic sketches composed by Mary and Mary, which quickly
coalesced into a play that confronts the mixed messaging imposed on young girls and women
as they are asked to be both 'polite little ladies' and 'fierce confident leaders'.
Mary Clohan says: “In creating the work, Mary and I drew heavily on current events and personal
experience as women confronting misogyny and sexism in the comedy industry on a daily
basis. With the growing strength of the #MeToo movement, the play is a battle cry for women
everywhere to embrace their inner bitchiness, as well as a humorous personal reflection on the
struggle of the female body in this patriarchal society.”
At turns hilarious and heartbreaking, Girl Bully uses comedy as a conduit to open up important
conversations about sexism and the female experience, asking audiences to play an active role
in dissecting these messy subjects through direct interactions and improvisations with the
performers.

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 5: THE GRAY CAT & THE FLOUNDER

PNME Theatre of Music
Written by Kevin Noe, Kieren MacMillan
Assembly
George Square Studios, Studio One
31 July-22 August (not 12 or 19)
14:05 (60 minutes), from £10
Open for review from 31 July
“unparalleled levels of nuance and
expression... a startlingly visceral, colourful
listening experience” – Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
“haunting beauty” - The Scotsman

A touching tale of life, loss, and true friendship with an intimately immersive sensory twist
Total Theatre Award nominee PNME Theatre of Music returns to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe
with the UK debut of its latest commission, The Gray Cat and the Flounder.
Telling the love story of Bernadette Gabrielle Callery (the Gray Cat), a librarian at the Carnegie
Museum of Natural History, and her husband Joseph Newcomer (the Flounder), this beautiful
multimedia production is enhanced with the use of 360° binaural technology; each audience
member will wear headphones that create an immersive audio experience unlike any other on
the Fringe.
Bernadette and Joseph’s story started with a blind date and grew into a relationship that has
been described as a conversation lasting 46 years, chronicled by the latter in a series of almost
4,000 delightful cartoons. Long-time PNME patrons, after Bernadette’s death from ovarian
cancer in 2012, Joseph commissioned the ensemble to create a work in her memory.
Written by Kevin Noe and Kieren MacMillan, The Gray Cat… presents snapshots from the
couple’s life together, both real and imaginary, illustrated by original music, outstanding singing,
dialogue, cartoons, animation, projection and puppetry, with the use of binaural technology
creating a sound clarity and intimacy that places the audience right in the middle of their story.
Lighthearted, poignant and ultimately uplifting, The Gray Cat and the Flounder’s inspiring love
story reminds us that we can all draw the world as we wish it to be!

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 6: I'M COMING

Written/performed by Molly Benner
Directed by Joanna Simmons
Sweet Venues, Grassmarket 3 (Venue 18)
2-25 August (not 14)
17:30 (50 minutes), £8
Open for review from 2 August
“Enlightening” and “boldly personal”
– TheaterInTheNow.com
"Hilarious"
– Austin Chronicle

New York comedian Molly Brenner is FINALLY coming this Edinburgh Fringe
Molly Brenner had an orgasm at last, and now she’s telling everyone! But Molly’s solo show I’m
Coming, at the Edinburgh Fringe for a full run this August, is more than just a sex comedy. It’s a
story told with heart and humour, shining a light on issues around female sexual pleasure (or
the lack thereof) that are often swept under the carpet.
The show chronicles the New York comedian and Edinburgh Fringe virgin’s long, harrowing
(and strangely expensive) journey to her first orgasm, at the age of 28. It’s a road paved with sex
toys, therapy, porn and a medical condition called vaginismus.
Molly says: “We all know what premature ejaculation and erectile dysfunction are, but
vaginismus...not so much. I had no idea what it was myself, or that I had it, until my hunt for ‘the
Big O’ eventually brought me to a medical professional. In fact, until I started college, I hadn’t
even realised that everyone around me was masturbating, having sex and orgasming left, right
and centre. So I set out on a journey to have an orgasm and ended up learning a lot more about
myself than I expected to."
"Writing I’m Coming was a way for me to process that whole experience, and for me it was
really important to find the funny at every step of the way. I hope my story can help women feel
more comfortable with their sexuality and have a good laugh.”
I’m Coming was an official selection of the Out of Bounds Comedy Festival (in Austin, Texas) as
well as the NY Fringe Festival last year, and Molly also took the show to the Orlando Fringe
Festival in May 2019.
CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 7: INTERBEING – STORIES FROM A CURRENT WAR

2theatre supported by the British Council
Assembly Rooms, Ballroom
1-25 Aug (not 12, 20)
15:30 (60 minutes), from £10
Open for review from 1 August
“Like never before in history,
interconnectedness is the means of our
survival” – Lord Ashdown
“We are deeply convinced that the world
needs as many truthful stories about Ukraine,
its science, culture, history, national heroes and
public leaders as possible.” – Antolii Coval
(Consul of Ukraine)
INTERBEING weaves true stories into a multi-discipline narrative about a war on our doorstep
This Edinburgh Fringe, international production house 2theatre presents the results of a twoyear research mission, giving a voice to the Donbass conflict in eastern Ukraine through a show
that combines dance, object manipulation and acrobatics with live music and traditional theatre.
Supported by the British Council’s Culture Bridges initiative in Ukraine, 'INTERBEING - Stories
from a Current War' is a multimedia performance created using real-life interviews with soldiers,
archive photography from war journalists and artefacts from this ongoing conflict to create a
harrowing yet ultimately uplifting account of the human condition. The content was written
using images and stories provided by Ukrainian cinema director Eugene Stepanenko and
photographer Oles Kromplias. Their experiences as soldiers in eastern Ukraine, together with
other testimonies from interviews, helped build the semi-autobiographical script.
True to their ethos of international collaboration, INTERBEING is being staged at Assembly
Rooms by a company drawn from Ukraine, the Basque Country, Sweden and the UK.
2theatre Artistic Director Lana Biba says: “The western world needs to meet the new voices and
theatre that these young Ukrainian artists have to share. Any country with issues of polarisation
could benefit from the mindful approach of the concept of ‘interbeing’ developed in the show.
We believe these artists can be role models and inspiration for any places suffering from war."
Together, the members of this physical theatre ensemble tell a story that explores the roots of
conflict, while ultimately putting forward a light and positive message about the future.

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 8: JOCK TAMSON'S BAIRNS

A Civil Disobedience show
Ghillie Dhu (Laughing Horse, venue 410)
2 Rutland Place, Edinburgh EH2 2AD
21, 22, 25 August
19:00 (180 minutes)
FREE
"consistently powerful" – The List
"an attitude of collectiveness and comfort
that few companies achieve" – The Skinny

Jock Tamson’s Bairns prepare to slay for equality at the Edinburgh Fringe
This August, Proud Scotland Awards and Scottish Culture Awards finalist Civil Disobedience
brings in-house hit show Jock Tamson’s Bairns – now with support from Creative Scotland – to
the Edinburgh Fringe for three party nights at Ghillie Dhu.
Marking the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall uprising, Jock Tamson’s Bairns is an immersive
theatrical experience combining drag and interactive cabaret. During the show, the audience is
invited to explore issues around LGBT equality and social injustice – all played out against a
backdrop of musical performances from some of Scotland’s finest emerging artists.
Written and produced by Civil Disobedience directors Barry and Josef Church-Woods, the
show is a creative collaboration with actors, musicians and drag performers. It’s set in an afterhours gay bar where the audience is invited to participate in open space discussions, leaving
them with the provocation to resist bystander behaviours.
In May 2019, Barry was awarded Creative Scotland funding to further develop and elevate the
show over the summer. He says: “Scotland hasn’t always been the progressive, liberal country it
is now and I really wanted to share some of my lived experiences growing up queer in the
1980s and 90s. Initially I thought I was writing a piece of queer autobiographical theatre, but
during development and sharing I realised I was creating a platform for audiences to discuss
our common experiences. The show combines storytelling with real-life heartbreak and trauma,
but at its core it’s an uplifting, musical celebration of queer culture, icons, resistance and the
fundamental belief that love wins. No two shows are the same, but every single performance is
filled with passion and joy thanks to our crazy talented cast.”
Jock Tamson’s Bairns debuted at the Big Burns Festival Spiegeltent earlier this year before
embarking on a national tour during LGBT History Month.
CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 9: JOSEPHINE

Tymisha Harris, Dynamite Lunchbox
Gilded Balloon Teviot, Dining Room
31 July-12 August
20:00 (60 minutes), from £8
Open for review from 31 July
Before Ella, Tina, Billie or Beyoncé, there
was Josephine: the first African-American
international superstar.
"She should be starring in a movie version
directed by Baz Luhrmann" – RuPaul (about
Tymisha Harris)

Award-winning musical about the legendary Josephine Baker comes to Edinburgh
Josephine is a biographical musical that combines cabaret, theatre and dance to tell the story
of the iconic Josephine Baker, the first African-American international superstar and one of the
most remarkable figures of the 20th Century.
Created by Tymisha Harris, Michael Marinaccio and Tod Kimbro and performed by Tymisha
Harris, the show has been touring North America since its 2016 debut. During that time
Josephine has sold out shows in over 20 cities and accumulated dozens of 5-star reviews and
awards, including six 'Best of Fest' wins and six 'Outstanding Performance' recognitions.
It was selected as the 'Outstanding Production' of the 2017 Soho Playhouse Fringe Encore
series, and awarded a limited off-Broadway run in 2018, where one reviewer called it "a perfect
piece of theatre for the time we are currently in."
Tymisha Harris says: "I believe the time is long overdue for strong women of colour to have their
voices heard and their stories told. Playing Josephine Baker for the last three years has made
me a better performer and human. To be able to share this story that touches hearts and minds
across the world has been the most fulfilling artistic endeavor of my life."
Director/Producer Michael Marinaccio adds: "In a time of nationalism, tribalism and xenophobia
rising worldwide, I am very excited to bring the story of a woman who broke boundaries of race,
gender and sexual orientation to international audiences at the Edinburgh Fringe. The show is
also wildly entertaining with great music and dancing, which serves to make Josephine's
messages of love, acceptance and humanity even more resonant."
CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 10: LOVECRAFT (NOT THE SEX SHOP IN CARDIFF)

Carys Eleri, Wales Millennium Centre
Underbelly Cowgate
13-18 & 20-25 Aug
22:40 (6o minutes), from £11.50
Open for review from 13 August
“One of the highlights of the Festival”
– Broadway World
“Welsh rarebit of science with love”
– Adelaide Advertiser
“Eleri is funny... intellectually smart...
entertaining. True Art!” – GlamAdelaide
Wales Millennium Centre and Carys Eleri shine a light on the signs of loneliness this August
Presented by Wales Millennium Centre, Lovecraft (Not the Sex Shop in Cardiff) – a musical
comedy show from Welsh, BAFTA-nominated actress and singer Carys Eleri, looking at love
and loneliness in our modern society – returns to the Edinburgh Fringe this August.
Lovecraft is an alternative, one-woman, science-comedy that tackles the neuroscience of love
and loneliness. Combining heartfelt tales of relationship highs, lows and the downright
confusing, Carys Eleri's marvellously personal show helps you discover how love works within
all of us, why it makes us do crazy things and why hugging is the answer.
Eleri says: “Although I talk about stuff that’s been contemplated for years, the universal states of
love and loneliness, delving into the science behind it, means I have a completely different take
on these emotions. I see them as polar opposites, like happiness and depression."
"Deep down I hope that, after seeing the show and understanding the scientific impact of
physical contact, audience members will get in touch with pals they suspect might be
struggling. It sounds dark, but the show has also been compared to a Ted Talk on acid, and
contains a ridiculous range of music genres, covering grime, garage, power ballads, heavy
metal and jazz.”
Lovecraft premièred at Festival of Voice 2018 in Cardiff, before an interrupted Edinburgh Fringe
run at Summerhall later that year and a sell-out run at the 2019 Adelaide Fringe.

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 11: YOUNG NIGHT THOUGHT

By Kirsty Law (Made in Scotland showcase)
Pianodrome @ The Pitt (Venue 391)
Pitt Street, Edinburgh
13, 15, 19, 24 Aug
21:00, 17:00, 19:00, 19:00 (6o minutes), £15
Open for review from 13 August
“Weaves a dexterous path between the
animated vocal mannerisms of Ani DiFranco and
the wide open instrumentation of early Massive
Attack” – Acoustic Magazine
“... spellbinding.” – Max Reinhardt, BBC Radio 3
Late Junction

Scottish contemporary singer Kirsty Law brings audio-visual folklore show to the Fringe
Kirsty’s album project Young Night Thought explores the ‘inner child’ concept through a lens of
Scots folklore, song, film and dance, as part of the Made in Scotland showcase at the Edinburgh
Fringe this August.
Named after a Robert Louis Stevenson poem from A Child’s Garden of Verses, this project sees
Kirsty working with filmmaker Daniel Warren, painter Kirsty Whiten, record producer Ben Seal
and dancer Emma Snellgrove. Together they’ve transformed Kirsty’s album with the same
name into a multi-discipline, audio-visual experience that combines the unadulterated wonder
of childhood with tales of the supernatural.
Kirsty says: “I come from a background of traditional Scottish singing, so I’m very interested in
folklore and how it relates to our contemporary lives. In developing Young Night Thought, I
started to follow the idea of childhood perception and imagination in order to create an
ambitious collaboration of different mediums, joining the dots between then and now.”
Young Night Thought, which also takes inspiration from historical Edinburgh primary school film
project The Singing Street, is family friendly and will be performed on four dates across the
festival, at the stunning Pianodrome.
“A rich Scots voice... deceptively simple, beautiful composition.” – fROOTS Magazine

CLICK HERE FOR A WORD (.DOC) NEWS RELEASE FILE WITH MORE INFO + PRESS IMAGES.

PAGE 12: PICK UP A BRICK DEBATE SERIES

Civil Disobedience/
Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society
All at Fringe Central
LGBT INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
9 August, 16:30 (90 minutes)
PERSISTENT & NASTY
15 August, 15:30 (120 minutes)
PICK UP A BRICK - Art as Activism
16 August, 16:30 (90 minutes)
BOTTOMS UP - AN LGBTQ+ MIXER
16 August, 18:00 (60 minutes)
QUEER ACTIVISM, GENDER PARITY AND RAISING A GLASS TO THE STONEWALL UPRISING

It's the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall uprising that kick-started the modern LGBT Pride
and civil rights movement. To mark the occasion, Civil Disobedience has partnered with the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society to create a number of bespoke events celebrating the past
and looking to the future. Designed for Fringe participants, but open to the public, the
programme includes three public provocations and an ambitious LGBTQ+ mixer that aims to
be the biggest toast in the city.
PICK UP A BRICK + BOTTOMS UP

Pick Up A Brick celebrates the role of queer
artists in generating social and political
change. It’s set to explore how artists amplified
the voices of their communities with a panel of
brilliant queer creatives and activists talking
queer erasure, creative protest and progress.
Immediately after, Civl Disobedience is hosting
Bottoms Up, a tongue-in-cheek social for
LGBTQ+ participants and their allies, where we
plan to raise a glass to the forbears of the
modern queer civil rights movement, Marsha P
Johnson, Stormé DeLarverie and Sylvia
Rivera – as well as that infamous moment at
Stonewall in New York City 50 years ago.
16th August, 16.30-18:00 / 18:00-19:00, Fringe Central

PAGE 13: PICK UP A BRICK DEBATE SERIES

LGBT INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

From queer history we turn our focus to the future, namely the rollout of the LGBT inclusive
curriculum in Scottish schools this September.
At LGBT Inclusive Education, we'll chat with educators and queer artists to explore effective ways
of telling their stories to young people. How do we ensure our history is taught correctly?
9th August, 16:30 (90 minutes) Fringe Central
PERSISTENT & NASTY

Following on from the success of last year's
Persistent & Nasty series and our Fringe
debate with a provocation delivered by Orla
O'Loughlin, this discussion on the femaleidentified voice on stage and screen is back
as part of our 2019 Fringe Central
programme.
Persistent & Nasty takes on gender parity in
a non-binary world; expect lively debate and
a ban on toilet chat.
15 August, 15:30 (2 hours), Fringe Central

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE DIRECTOR JOSEF CHURCH-WOODS SAYS:

WE’RE DELIGHTED TO ONCE MORE BE PARTNERING WITH THE
FRINGE SOCIETY TO STAGE A NUMBER OF DEBATES
EXPLORING ISSUES OF EQUALITY WITHIN THE SECTOR.
IT’S A SPECIAL YEAR FOR CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE – WE TOOK OUR
NAME FROM THE STONEWALL UPRISING AND WHILE PRIDE
FESTIVALS ACROSS THE WORLD MARK THE OCCASION WITH
CIS-GENDERED HEADLINE ACTS WHO ARE CHAMPIONS OF THE
COMMUNITY, WE FEEL THAT IT’S OUR DUTY TO REALLY BRING
FOCUS BACK TO THE FACT THAT WE STILL HAVE A LONG WAY
TO GO BEFORE WE HAVE TRUE EQUALITY. IT’S TIME TO
REMIND THE COMMUNITY THAT PRIDE WAS A RIOT.

PAGE 14: ABOUT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

Civil Disobedience (We Are Civil Ltd.) is a live
arts production house run by Barry and Josef
Church-Woods, with support from our
Associate Producer Louise Oliver. Together,
we create and facilitate queer work, as well
as work that addresses issues of inequality
and injustice.
Civil Disobedience is all about art that
explores marginalised voices and helps push
society forward. We love telling stories that
we feel need to be heard, and helping
talented performers with something to say
reach new audiences.
Following on from our first full Edinburgh Fringe programme in 2017 (producing 14 shows,
generating over £165K in ticket sales and almost £450K in local economic impact), our 2018
Edinburgh Fringe season was a feast of provocative debates, riotous fun, triggering
performances and amazing artistry.
In 2019, we're supporting a host of incredible work and events, showcasing the stories and
talents of some truly brilliant artists, from sassy cabaret, silent comedy clowning, feminist
bitches and drag that slays, to contemporary Scottish folk music, African-American icons, the
hunt for an orgasm and an orchestral love story with the audience in headphones.

WHOA!
SOME OF OUR PROUDEST
MOMENT AND KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS...

PROUD SCOTLAND AWARDS 2019 FINALIST
IN THE 'ARTS AND MEDIA' CATEGORY
CREATIVE SCOTLAND FUNDED
SECURED CREATIVE SCOTLAND FUNDING IN MAY
2019 FOR OUR OWN SHOW JOCK TAMSON'S BAIRNS
SCOTTISH CULTURE AWARDS 2018 FINALIST
IN THE 'ONE TO WATCH' CATEGORY
PUBLIC PROVOCATIONS
WE STAGED THREE PUBLIC DEBATES IN FRINGE
CENTRAL IN AUGUST 2018, WITH PROVOCATIONS BY
COURTNEY ACT, PUSSY RIOT AND ORLA O'LOUGHLIN

FIND OUR MORE @ WEARECIVILDISOBEDIENCE.COM

CONTACT US
IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY
OF OUR SHOWS (OR US), JUST GET IN TOUCH.

EMAIL: JOSEF@WEARECIVILDISOBEDIENCE.COM
BARRY@WEARECIVILDISOBEDEINCE.COM
CALL: JOSEF ON 07887 811 091
BARRY ON 07924 142 827
VISIT: WEARECIVILDISOBEDIENCE.COM

